
Arti�ial Intelligene 1Past exam questionsDr Sean B Holden, 2010
1 A short historical note. . .There is usually some degree of onfusion as to preisely whih past exam questions arerelevant to this ourse. Allow me to explain. Prior to 2002 this ourse was essentially aProlog programming ourse, and muh of what it now ontains was deferred to AI2. Thesyllabuses hanged when I took over the ourses in 2002. Consequently, many of the examquestions prior to 2002 are not relevant, although some of those for AI2 (whih at the timewas just alled Arti�ial Intelligene) are. The past exam questions mentioned in whatfollows are the ones that remain relevant to AI1. Some of the older ones may mentionsubjets not at present in the syllabus. Those items an safely be ignored. Finally, the LATEX�les for some of the earlier questions are no longer available so they are not inluded here.However, opies of the questions an be found in the usual plae:
www.cl.cam.ac.uk/teaching/exams/pastpapers/

2 Introduction and AgentsThere are no past exam questions that ontinue to be relevant to this part of the ourse. Youmight at a streth ount the following.
2001, Paper 8, question 8:Can a omputer think? [20 marks℄
3 Search

2004, paper 5, question 6:1. Desribe the way in whih a problem should be represented in order to allow its solutionusing a heuristi searh tehnique. [5 marks℄2. De�ne what it means for a searh algorithm to be omplete, and to be optimal. [2marks℄ 1



3. De�ne what it means for a heuristi funtion to be admissible, and to be monotoni.[2 marks℄4. Desribe the operation of the A⋆ heuristi searh algorithm. [5 marks℄5. Prove that the A⋆ heuristi searh algorithm is optimal when applied in onjuntionwith a monotoni heuristi. State the onditions under whih the algorithm is alsoomplete, and explain why this is the ase. [6 marks℄
2007, paper 3, question 8:We have a basi searh problem, onsisting of a set S of states, a start state s0, a goal test
G(s) whih returns True if s ∈ S is a goal and False otherwise, and a funtion exp(s) whihreturns the set of states obtained by expanding state s.1. Desribe in detail the Graph Searh algorithm for solving a problem of this type. Howdoes it di�er from the related Tree Searh algorithm? [8 marks℄2. Give a detailed desription of the Reursive Best First searh algorithm, and explainwhy it might be used in preferene to the A⋆ algorithm. [12 marks℄
2008, paper 3, question 7:1. Give a general desription of the operation of the Reursive Best-First Searh (RBFS)algorithm. [6 marks℄2. Consider the following searh tree.

The numbers by the nodes denote the sum of some path ost and heuristi. The boxednodes are goals. Desribe in detail the way in whih the RBFS algorithm searhes thistree. Your answer should indiate the order in whih nodes are expanded, the reasonthat this order is used, and should state whih of the three goals is found and why.Note that smaller numbers represent more desirable nodes. [12 marks℄2



3. What shortoming of the A⋆ algorithm does the RBFS algorithm address, and how doesit ahieve this? [2 marks℄
2009, paper 4, question 3:1. Explain the di�erene between uninformed and informed searh. List two examplesof eah type of algorithm. [2 marks℄2. In the ontext of planning, desribe what a heuristi is and what it means for it tobe admissible. List two examples of typial heuristi funtions. [Hint: onsider theproblem in part (d) below.℄ [2 marks℄3. Explain what A* searh is, inluding the advantages and disadvantages with respet toits theoretial properties. [3 marks℄4. Draw a searh tree for the 8-puzzle problem up to depth 4 (start state is depth 0) usingthe A* algorithm (omit repeated states) with the evaluation funtion f(n) = p(n)+h(n),where p(n) is the number of steps from the start state (start state is step 0) and h(n)is the number of misplaed tiles. Note that the ations for sliding tiles should be usedin this order: right, left, up and down. Write the values of f and of its omponents pand h under eah state. You may use an abbreviated notation indiating only the tilesthat hange. [10 marks℄

6

Goal state

1 2 3

654

7 8

Start state

1 2 3

584

75. Briey explain IDA* searh and its advantages and disadvantages. What happens whenusing IDA* in the searh problem in part (d) if the IDA* limit is 3? What happens ifthe limit is 4 (in terms of number of states)? [3 marks℄
1994, paper 8, question 8:See web site.
4 Games

2006, paper 3, question 3:1. Give a detailed desription of theminimax algorithm for two-player games, illustratingyour answer using the following game tree.3



[10 marks℄2. Desribe the modi�ations required to the minimax algorithm in order to apply it torealisti games. [5 marks℄3. Give a detailed desription of the tehnique of α − β pruning, again illustrating youranswer using the game tree above. [5 marks℄
2001, paper 9, question 8:See web site.
1997, paper 8, question 8:See web site.
5 Constraint satisfaction problems

2010, paper 4, question 1:This question addresses the problem of olouring the following graph using a onstraintsatisfation approah.

4



1 2

3 45

6

7The olours available are amber, blak and rimson whih we will denote by A, B and Crespetively. We want to assign a olour to eah node in the graph in suh a way that if thereis an edge (n1, n2) between any pair of nodes then n1 and n2 have di�erent olours.1. Explain how this problem an be represented as a onstraint satisfation problem. [2marks℄2. Explain how we an apply forward heking in the proess of solving a onstraintsatisfation problem. Illustrate your answer using the above graph olouring problemwhere the initial steps are, in order, 1 = A, 2 = B, 6 = B, 5 = C. In partiular,you should show how the proess an redue branhing and indue baktraking. [8℄marks℄3. Explain how we an apply onstraint propagation using ar onsisteny in the proessof solving a onstraint satisfation problem. Illustrate your answer using the same initialsteps in the same order. Determine whether or not baktraking ours earlier in thisase and explain why. [10 marks℄
2005, paper 3, question 3:1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of onstraint satisfation problems (CSPs)ompared with searh algorithms suh as A⋆ searh et. [3 marks℄2. Give a general de�nition of a CSP. De�ne the way in whih a solution is representedand what it means for a solution to be onsistent and omplete. [5 marks℄3. Assuming disrete binary onstraints and �nite domains explain how breadth-�rst-searh might be used to �nd a solution and why this is an undesirable approah. [3marks℄4. Give a brief desription of the basi baktraking algorithm for �nding a solution. [4marks℄ 5



5. Desribe the minimum remaining values heuristi, the degree heuristi and the leastonstraining value heuristi. [5 marks℄
6 Knowledge representation and reasoning

2010, paper 4, question 2:Evil Robot's reator has sent him on a mission. He must go to the Seret Mountain Hideout,put on an orange boiler suit so that he blends in, then pik up two items alled Component 1and Component 2 and join them together. Finally, he has to press the BIG RED BUTTON(whih only works when the two omponents are joined together) in order to ause somethinghorrible to happen. Evil Robot's internal systems have been onstruted using the situationalulus and a theorem prover.1. Give a brief outline of the situation alulus, onentrating on the fundamental ele-ments that you'd expet to see independently of any spei� problem. [4 marks℄2. Suggest three logial formulae that might appear in Evil Robot's knowledge base inorder to desribe the initial state for the above problem. [3 marks℄3. Give an example of a unique names axiom that might appear in the knowledge base.Why might suh axioms be required? [2 marks℄4. Give an example of a unique ations axiom that might appear in the knowledge base.[1 marks℄5. Give two examples of a possibility axiom that might appear in the knowledge base. [4marks℄6. Give two examples of a suessor-state axiom that might appear in the knowledgebase. One of these should in addition address the rami�ation problem. Explain howit does this. [6 marks℄
2006, paper 4, question 4:1. Give a brief desription of the way in whih if-then rules an be used as a basis forknowledge representation and reasoning. What essential elements would you expet tobe inluded in suh a system? [3 marks℄2. In the ontext of suh a system, give detailed desriptions, illustrating your answerswith spei� examples, of the following onepts:� Pattern mathing. [2 marks℄� Reason maintenane. [2 marks℄ 6



� Forward haining. [4 marks℄� Conit resolution strategies. [4 marks℄� Bakward haining with baktraking. [5 marks℄
2003, paper 9, question 8:1. Explain what the terms ontologial ommitment and epistemologial ommitmentmean in the ontext of a language for knowledge representation and reasoning. Whatare the ontologial and epistemologial ommitments made by propositional logi andby �rst order logi? [4 marks℄2. You wish to onstrut a roboti pet at for the purposes of entertainment. One purposeof the at is to srath valuable objets when the owner is not present. Give a briefgeneral desription of situation alulus and desribe how it might be used for knowl-edge representation by the robot. Inlude in your answer one example eah of a frameaxiom, an e�et axiom, and a suessor-state axiom, along with example de�nitionsof suitable prediates and funtions. [12 marks℄3. Give a brief desription of the representational frame problem, the inferential frameproblem, the quali�ation problem, and the rami�ation problem. [4 marks℄
7 Planning

2009, paper 4, question 4:1. Desribe the following in the ontext of planning:� STRIPS operators; [1 marks℄� situation spae versus plan spae (point out the di�erenes); [2 marks℄� partial order planning (briey explain key features). [2 marks℄2. Consider the following partial order planning problem for reating a piture of an aquar-ium. The goal is to have painted background and also drawn(Fish), drawn(Crab) and
drawn(Seahorse). The start state is empty(Picture). You an use the following:� paint background with preondition empty(Picture) and with e�ets painted backgroundand ¬empty(Picture)� draw(x) with no preonditions and with e�ets drawn(x) and ¬empty(Picture)(a) Write the start state and the �nish state. Draw a partial order plan with pre-onditions above the operators and e�ets below the operators. Draw the ausallinks. [8 marks℄ 7



(b) De�ne what threats are. Comment on whether there are any in your partial orderplan above, and how you would solve them. Add temporal links to your partialplan as dotted ars. [4 marks℄() How many solution plans are there in your partial order plan? List all solutionplans with total ordering of steps implied by your partial order plan. [3 marks℄
2008, paper 4, question 6:A brilliant student has �nished his exams and is making a well-deserved up of tea. He isonfused however, and is trying to use the partial order planning algorithm to solve part ofthe problem. Using the abbreviations f for `fridge', c for `upboard', s for `sink', m for `milk'and t for `tea', his start state is {at(s), in(c, t), in(f, m)}. Using x and y to denote variables,he has two ations. The �rst ation is get(y) having preonditions at(x) and in(x, y), ande�et have(y). The seond ation is go(y) having preondition at(x) and e�ets ¬at(x) and
at(y). His goal is {at(s), have(t), have(m)}. So far he has made the following attempt at�nding a plan:

In this diagram, arrows denote ausal links.1. Can the at(x) preondition on go(f) be ahieved by adding an ordering onstraint andausal link from Start to go(f), and perhaps one or more further ordering onstraints,in suh a way that the plan remains valid? Explain your answer. [4 marks℄2. Desribe a method, di�erent to any suggested in part (a), by whih the at(x) preon-dition on go(f) an be ahieved in suh a way that the plan remains valid. [8 marks℄3. Desribe a way in whih the plan an be ompleted after making the addition you havedesribed in part (b). [8 marks℄ 8



2003, paper 8, question 8:1. Desribe the STRIPS language for representing states, goals, and operators within aplanning system. [5 marks℄2. Give a de�nition of a plan, a onsistent plan, and a omplete plan. [5 marks℄3. Desribe the initial plan used as a starting point by the partial-order planning algo-rithm. [5 marks℄4. Outline the way in whih the partial-order planning algorithm onstruts a plan begin-ning with the initial plan. Inlude in your answer a desription of a threat along withan explanation of how the algorithm an attempt to remove threats by promotion ordemotion. [5 marks℄
1998, paper 7, question 6:See web site.
8 Learning

2007, paper 4, question 7:A very simple neural network designed to solve a two-lass lassi�ation problem where thelasses are labelled as 0 and 1 takes input vetors xT = ( x1 x2 · · · xn ) and has a weightvetor wT = ( w1 w2 · · · wn ), both with real-valued elements. It omputes the funtion
f(w;x) = sgn(wTx

)

= sgn( n∑

i=1

wixi

)where the funtion sgn is de�ned as sgn(z) =
1

1 + e−z
.There exists a training sequene for the network ontaining m labelled examples

((x1, o1), (x2, o2), . . . , (xm, om))where the oi denote desired outputs and take values in {0, 1}.1. For the given training sequene, the error of the network when the weights are set to
w is to be de�ned by the funtion

E(w) = λ||w|| +

m∑

i=1

(

oi log 1

f(w;xi)
+ (1 − oi) log 1

1 − f(w;xi)

)9



where λ is a �xed, real-valued parameter, we use natural logarithms, and ||w|| =∑n
i=1 w2

i . Derive an algorithm that an be used to train this neural network by at-tempting to �nd a weight vetor minimizing E(w). [17 marks℄2. Desribe the way in whih your algorithm might be a�eted by applying it using di�erentvalues for the parameter λ, in partiular very large or very small values. [3 marks℄
2005, paper 4, question 4:This question is no longer relevant. It overs material no longer in the syllabus.
2004, paper 6, question 7:In the following, N is a feedforward neural network arhiteture taking a vetor

xT = ( x1 x2 · · · xn )of n inputs. The omplete olletion of weights for the network is denoted w and the outputprodued by the network when applied to input x using weights w is denoted N(w,x). Thenumber of outputs is arbitrary. We have a sequene s of m labelled training examples
s = ((x1, l1), (x2, l2), . . . , (xm, lm))where the li denote vetors of desired outputs. Let E(w; (xi, li)) denote some measure of theerror that N makes when applied to the ith labelled training example. Assuming that eahnode in the network omputes a weighted summation of its inputs, followed by an ativationfuntion, suh that the node j in the network omputes a funtion

g

(

w
(j)

0
+

k∑

i=1

w
(j)

i
input(i))of its k inputs, where g is some ativation funtion, derive in full the bakpropagation algo-rithm for alulating the gradient

∂E

∂w
=
(

∂E
∂w1

∂E
∂w2

· · ·
∂E

∂wW

)Tfor the ith labelled example, where w1, . . . ,wW denotes the omplete olletion of W weightsin the network. [20 marks℄
10


